Event: International Conference

Integrované prístupy k vyučovaniu cudzích jazykov: CLIL a LLIL
(InTEGRATED APPROACHES TO TEACHING FOREIGN LANGUAGES: CLIL AND LLIL)

Venue: University of Constantine the Philosopher in Nitra, Faculty of Education

Date: 4th July 2007

Participants: Foreign language teachers, Secondary science teachers, university professors from Slovakia and from the Czech Republic

Number of participants: 32

Program of the conference: Attached

More details about the program:

The conference started at 9:00 on Wednesday, July the 4th. Before the conference was opened by the Vice-Dean of Faculty of Pedagogy, the participants registered and got information about the day.

First three main papers (S. Pokrivčáková, E. Tandlichová, S. Hanušová) introduced the topics. This conference was organized at the end of KEGA Project and their reserachers were looking at teaching foreign languages through content based teaching.

E. Tandlichová was talking about PEC project as it joins science content and the language (both foreign and mother tongue) in order to develop reading and writing skills.

After the coffee break other papers were presented. And in the afternoon after the last four papers conference was closed. It was appreciated by the participants as it reaised interesting ideas.

The conference proceedings will be published in Autumn.